
JJ
My little parakeet JJ passed away some time during the night
last night.  Not much of a surprise there; he has been sick
for a while, and even though he began looking well again a few
weeks ago, he took a turn for the worse in the last few days. 
He looked so awful yesterday that I knew he wouldn’t make it
through the night.  But there was always hope that I was
wrong.  He had been on what I called “death watch” before and
made it through the night, so the hope was there.

I don’t really know what happened – he was only about a year
old, and I had had him since January, not even a year.  He
started showing signs of illness about 2 months ago.  I gave
him medicine and TLC, and he began to do better, but like I
said, I guess it just wasn’t enough.

He was “just a parakeet”, but I loved his company.  I was so
excited to see what kind of bird he would become; how he would
look and act as an adult and who he would be when he felt
healthy, but now I won’t know.  Honestly, taking care of
animals is one of my favorite things in the whole world, so
why do I have to be so bad at it?  A few months ago, JJ was so
happy when we moved his cage into  the living room so he had
company all day rather than living in the solitude (or was it
protection?) of our bedroom upstairs.  We kept him right near
the Halogen lamp, could there have been a smell or the heat or
something that made him sick?  On the rare occasion that a bug
would fly into the Halogen, yuck, what a smell that made.  We
tried to get rid of Teflon pans and things like that, but JJ’s
new home in the living room wasn’t too far from the kitchen –
maybe cooking smells did him in?  He was a fraidy-bird, so I
couldn’t really take apart his cage to clean it out; maybe it
got too dirty?  A dozen why’s and what-if’s, but no more
parakeet.  At least he is not suffering anymore – it was
getting really difficult to see him in his cage looking so
miserable and worse for the wear.  Poor JJ.  Even if he was
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just a caged bird, I miss him already.  Ugh, and the cold
weather is back today…  fitting somehow, just feels like a
miserable day all around – time to make the best of it.


